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TBARTA Innovative Transit Technologies Executive Summary

Study Context

The Executive Summary provides a high
level summary of the study process and
findings. Additional details regarding the
technologies and the study analysis are
available in the final report and technical
memoranda.

In 2019, The Florida State Legislature
appropriated $1 million to the Tampa Bay Area
Regional Transit Authority (TBARTA) to study
and develop innovative transit opportunities
to support regional transit service and/or
infrastructure within the five-county region of
Hernando, Hillsborough, Pasco, Pinellas and
Manatee Counties.
TBARTA initiated the Innovative Technologies
(ITT) Study in November 2019 as the first step in
this process to evaluate three emerging
technologies: aerial gondolas, air taxis and
hyperloop. The ITT Study endeavored to
understand where each of the technologies are
in the development process, the intended
operational and service capabilities of each of
the technologies, and how they can support
potential transit connectivity within the Tampa
Bay region.
The results of the ITT Study evaluation are
compiled within the Final Report, and are
informed by the following technical reports
produced by the study team:





Technology Research Literature Review
Industry Interviews
Governance and Regulatory Framework
Corridor Travel Market Connections

Study Process
The study process (shown in Figure 1) took a
phased approach that included technology
research, interviews, governance and regulatory
review, and an analysis of markets and
connections.

Technology Research & Industry
Interviews
The first step was to understand the intended
operational characteristics of each technology
through research and industry interviews. The
research and interviews highlighted where each
technology is in the development process.
Aerial gondolas, air taxis and hyperloop are all
in very different stages of technical and
regulatory development. Research and
interviews provided significant insights in the
intended capabilities of each technology,
technical specifications and applications for the
travel mode, and how local and regional
communities can be a part of the process to
shape how these innovative technologies are
integrated into the land use and transportation
networks.

Governance & Regulatory Review
The governance and regulatory research
informed the study team on the readiness of
each technology for implementation, as well as
potential considerations and regulatory
development needed to establish appropriate
governance for the operations of the
technologies in the future. Each of the
technologies are in different stages of

Figure 1: TBARTA ITT Study Process
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development from both a technical and
regulatory standpoint.

Figure 2: TBARTA ITT Market and Connections Analysis Process

Corridor Analysis: Markets &
Connections
The research was assembled to develop a
Transit Profile for each technology evaluated
to assign technologies to potential regional
connections. The Transit Profiles for each
technology were applied to conduct a Markets
and Connections Analysis to consider travel
demand and qualitative factors for assigning
technology, based on the needs within the
region, as well as the distinct operational
nature of each technology. Figure 2 illustrates
the step-by-step evaluation process of applying
the Transit Profile to the travel demand needs
and the unique qualitative corridor factors
within the Tampa Bay region.
Regional connections for aerial gondolas and
air taxis were evaluated within the Tampa Bay
region, focusing on connections to regional
activity centers and areas where the unique
technology characteristics identified in the
Transit Profile could provide a solution for
regional travel. For hyperloop, the parameters
of the analysis were expanded to include the
entire state, based on the high speed and long
distance attributes of the emerging
technology.

Innovative Technologies
Aerial Gondolas
Technology Background
Aerial gondolas are a form of cable propelled
transit (CPT), which has been around for
centuries to transport people and goods across
ropeways. While their application in modern
urban areas has not seen widespread
deployment in the U.S., there is a consistent use
of this technology throughout the world as a
modern transit mode that can provide a fixedguideway service that is not limited by roadway

constraints or challenging geographies. Aerial
gondola systems provide continuous flow of
travel, using cabins that travel along a cable
that is supported by towers. Urban aerial
gondolas can provide point-to-point travel
above congested or limited corridors, and
provide connectivity through or across
geographic impediments (such as waterways).
The Roosevelt Island Tram in New York and the
Portland Aerial Tram in Portland, Oregon are
examples of aerial trams in the U.S. that are
integrated into the existing transit networks.
System design, construction and operations
typically follow national standards set forth by
the American National Standards Institute
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(ANSI). However, every community has unique
governance and regulatory frameworks in
place, varying from public-private partnerships
with local control and oversight, to statewide
tramway boards.

Tricable






Technology Profile
While there are various models of aerial
gondolas throughout the world, the models
most used in urban environments given their
operational characteristics include the
Monocable, Tricable and Aerial Trams.





Monocable












Corridor Lengths: 0.7 to 3 miles
Speed (max): 14 mph
Headways: 10 to 30 seconds
Vehicle capacity: 4-15 passengers
System Capacity Per Hour: 4,000
passengers
Infrastructure: Cables are suspended by
towers, requires stations (drive station,
angle station and turn station)
Cost: “Low” in comparison to CPT
technology
Example: Emirates Air Line, London
(shown in Figure 3)

Corridor Lengths: 0.5 to 3 miles
Speed (max): 17 mph
Headways: 15 to 45 seconds
Vehicle capacity: 38 passengers
System Capacity Per Hour: 6,000
passengers
Infrastructure: Cables are suspended by
towers, requires stations (drive station,
angle station and turn station)
Cost: “High” in comparison to CPT
technology
Example: Funivia Del Renon, Italy
(shown in Figure 4)

Figure 4: Funivia Del Renon, Italy

Figure 3: Emirates Air Line, London

Source: www.ritten.com

Aerial Tram








Source: https://www.doppelmayr.com/
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Corridor Lengths: 0.5 to 3 miles
Speed (max): 28 mph
Headways: 5 to 6.30 minutes
Vehicle capacity: 200 passengers
System Capacity Per Hour: 2,000
passengers
Infrastructure: Cables are suspended by
towers, requires stations (drive station,
angle station and turn station)
Cost: “Medium-High” in comparison to
CPT technology
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Example: Portland Aerial Tram,
Portland, Oregon (shown in Figure 5)

based on the Transit Profile characteristics), and
additional qualitative factors listed in Figure 6.


Figure 5: Portland Aerial Tram, Portland, Oregon












Kennedy Boulevard Corridor to
Downtown Tampa (Hillsborough County)
Gateway to Gateway (Pinellas County)
Gateway to Pinellas Park (Pinellas County)
Wesley Chapel to Advent Health Hospital
(Pasco County)
Brooksville to South Brooksville
(Hernando County)
Brooksville to North Brooksville
(Hernando County)
Brooksville to Brooksville (Hernando
County)
Palmetto to Bradenton (Manatee County)
Palmetto to Palmetto (Manatee County)
Palmetto to East Bradenton (Manatee
County)
Bradenton to Samoset (Manatee County)

Tier 1 Activity Center Connections

Source: http://leitner-poma.com//

Based on the distances between Tier 1 Activity
Centers, the shorter aerial gondola corridors
would be limited to the following potential
connections:


Market and Connections Analysis
Urban aerial gondolas can provide short transit
capacity to connect areas constrained by road
congestion, narrow right of way, or geographic
impediments. Potential connections were
identified based on regional needs and trip
demand. The potential connections throughout
the Tampa Bay are described below and
illustrated in Figure 6.
Top Travel between Activity Centers (by
County)
The following potential connections were
identified based on several factors including
travel demand (within a three-mile distance

Downtown Tampa and Ybor City
(Hillsborough County)

Travel within Tier 1 Activity Centers
Urban aerial gondolas can provide service along
corridors that are constrained or have limited
space. Travel within Tier 1 Activity Centers was
identified as a potential service market based
on the significant population, employment, and
regional attractions that can support service.
Tier 1 Activity Centers where urban aerial
gondolas could support service include
Downtown Bradenton (Manatee County),
Downtown Clearwater (Pinellas County),
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Gateway area (Pinellas County), Downtown St.
Petersburg (Pinellas County), Downtown
Tampa (Hillsborough County), USF area
(Hillsborough County), Ybor City (Hillsborough
County), and Westshore/TIA (Hillsborough
County). Unique opportunities include:

international airports, that are also located
within Tier 1 Activity Centers: Tampa
International Airport (TIA), St. Pete-Clearwater
International Airport, and Sarasota-Bradenton
International Airport.
Intermodal center connectivity:

 Downtown areas as circulators (included
within the Tier 1 Activity Centers
identified).
 Major campus connections (included
within the Tier 1 Activity Centers
identified).

Aerial gondolas can serve as an extension of
existing premium transit systems to enhance
connectivity. New intermodal centers are
currently being considered throughout the
region, and could present opportunities to
connect first and last mile destinations where
appropriate. For example, aerial gondola could
provide a connection between the planned
Westshore Intermodal Center and TIA.

Beach and barrier island connections
The qualitative assessment identified
substantial opportunities for urban aerial
gondolas to operate between and within beach
communities and to connect barrier islands
where bridges and other infrastructure pose
constraints.

Air Taxis
Technology Background

Beach communities are highlighted along the
coast based on the significant opportunities to
serve residents and visitors. Connections to
their nearest mainland activity centers are also
strong connections. For example, Downtown
Clearwater and Downtown Bradenton are both
Tier 1 Activity Centers, surrounded by popular
coastal destinations for residents and tourists.
With bridges representing a significant
constraint for travel that can be costly to
expand or repair, aerial gondolas could provide
a transit service while providing a travel
experience for tourist destinations. Additional
opportunities may exist throughout Pinellas and
Manatee Counties along the coast, as well as
north towards Pasco County.
Airport connectors within Tier 1 Activity
Centers
Urban aerial gondolas can provide airports with
constant service to transport passengers within
the airport and connecting to other nearby
destinations. The Tampa Bay region has three

Air taxis are an emerging technology within the
greater Urban Air Mobility (UAM) category,
which envisions networks (“Air Metro”) and
point-to-point (Air Taxi) travel opportunities
utilizing electric vertical take-off and landing
(eVTOL) aircrafts. Air taxis could use airspace
above congested cities to provide additional
mobility options. Helicopters are the only
existing mode of UAM to date, which due to
greater noise, emission and costs, are not viable
for everyday use.
The UAM industry currently has momentum as
developers make strides in electrification and
automated piloting. Currently, various
developers are working to test and
demonstrate eVTOL aircrafts as regulators such
as the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) work on issues such as
regulatory frameworks, air traffic management,
and community integration.
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Figure 7: Types of Air Taxi Technology and Aircraft

The main types of aircrafts currently under
development that have potential for air taxi use
are shown in Figure 7 alongside some of the
major aircraft developers.
Three types of aircraft were assessed as part of
this study due to their operational
characteristics and ability to provide local and
regional trips for air taxi service. They include:




Technology Profile
The Lift and Cruise and Vertical Thrust aircraft
both have similar operational characteristics
that could provide longer, regional trips. These
aircrafts categories were both evaluated within
the same parameters, understanding either
could serve a similar trip.
Multirotor aircraft are anticipated to provide
shorter distance trips based on their
operational qualities.

Lift and Cruise
Vertical Thrust
Multirotor

Lift and Cruise and Vectored Thrust

Each of these aircraft technologies have
varied operational capabilities, which could
result in a multitude of service markets.
Further discussions continue related to the
application of these aircrafts as part of a
fixed-route UAM structure or as part of an ondemand service structure, similar to taxi
service today.
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Corridor Lengths: 50 to 70 miles
Speed (max): 180 mph
Headways: unknown
Vehicle capacity: 1 to 4 passengers
System Capacity Per Hour: unknown
Infrastructure: Air (vertiports, landing
pads), electrification
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Example: Jaunt Air Mobility (Lift and
Cruise) shown Figure 8) and Lilium Jet
(vectored thrust) shown in Figure 9.



System Capacity Per Hour: unknown
Infrastructure: Air (vertiports, landing
pads)
Example: Volocopter, shown in Figure 10.

Figure 8: Jaunt Air Mobility (Lift and Cruise)
Figure 10: Volocopter (Multirotor)

Source: https://www.jauntairmobility.com/
Source: “Pioneering the Urban Air Taxi
Revolution 1.0”
Figure 9: Lilium Jet (Vectored Thrust)

Source: https://lilium.com/the-jet
The Lift and Cruise and Vertical Thrust aircrafts
have enormous potential with their abilities to
hover and cruise. However, research indicates
their typical ranges (between 50 to 70 miles)
are longer than the typical distance between
locations within the TBARTA region with the
greatest travel demand, or between the Tier 1
Activity Centers. However, it is assumed that
some of these use cases may change as
technology progresses and developers begin to
define refined business cases for trip types.
These still may have opportunities for pilot
projects and demonstrations at shorter
distances as developers test aircraft
functionality.
Multirotor





Corridor Lengths: 10 to 25 miles
Speed (max): 80 mph
Headways: unknown
Vehicle capacity: 1 to 4 passengers

Research indicates that upfront vehicle costs
can range between $280-480k, based on early
market data. Air taxis would require landing
infrastructure to support an air metro network
or point-to-point trips. These are referred to as
“vertiports” (or vertistops/vertihubs depending
on size and integration with transit network).
Costs are expected to vary widely depending on
size and complexity, but early estimated costs
are upwards of $13 million. Uber’s concept for a
rooftop vertiport concept is shown in Figure 11.
Markets and Connections Analysis
Air taxis could provide significant opportunities
out of the three innovative technologies
reviewed since their point-to-point capabilities
and unimpeded air travel can connect activity
centers throughout the region quickly, avoiding
at-grade congestion. Without the limitations of
a fixed-guideway, a network of air taxis could
travel over water and geographic impediments
to serve critical trips in less time. While many of
the key connections for air taxis are depicted
within urbanized areas, infrastructure would
also need to be accommodated throughout the
unurbanized areas of the region to allow for
seamless regional travel and accessibility.
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Figure 11: Uber Elevate Vertiport Infrastructure Rendering

Source: Uber Elevate Whitepaper,
https://d1nyezh1ys8wfo.cloudfront.net/static/PDFs/Elevate%2BWhitepaper.
pdf?uclick_id=b24026e4-887d-49a1-bb33-0b8ead904d4a




Opportunities within the Tampa Bay region
identified for potential connections based on
market, travel demand and travel features are
described below and illustrated in the following
figures.




Top Travel between Activity Centers (by
County):




Following the evaluation of travel demand
within each county, the following potential
connections were selected based on the profile
characteristics for air taxis:









Brandon to Westshore (Hillsborough
County)
Plant City to Downtown Tampa
(Hillsborough County)
Carrollwood to Westshore (Hillsborough
County)
USF to Downtown Tampa (Hillsborough
County)
Brandon to Netpark Fairgrounds
(Hillsborough County)
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Dunedin to Gateway (Pinellas County)
Wesley Chapel to Sabal Park Faulkenberg
(Pasco County)
Wesley Chapel to USF (Pasco County)
Wesley Chapel to Westshore (Pasco
County)
Wesley Chapel to Downtown Tampa
(Pasco County)
New Port Richey to Connerton (Pasco
County)
Brooksville to I-75/SR 50 District
(Hernando County)
Brooksville to SR 589/S. County Line)
(Hernando County)
Brooksville to SW Hernando (Hernando
County)
Brooksville to Suncoast Parkway
(Hernando County)
Brooksville to Weeki Wachee (Hernando
County)
Bradenton to Foxleigh (Manatee County)
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Bradenton to North County Gateway
(Manatee County)
Bradenton to Lakewood Ranch (Manatee
County)

Figure 12 illustrates these connections, along
with the level of demand between each of the
connections. The connections identified based
on travel demand and potential regional
intermodal centers is listed to the left of the
map by county.
Tier 1 Activity Center Connections
Travel between activity centers represents
significant regional demand based on
population, employment, and popular
destinations. The following Tier 1 Activity
Centers meet the anticipated threshold for
Multirotor distances. Figure 13 provides the
Potential Air Taxi Connections map, with the
Tier 1 Activity Centers that meet the threshold
for air taxi service listed to the left.

















USF to Ybor City
USF to Downtown St. Petersburg
USF to Gateway Area
USF to Downtown Clearwater
Ybor City to Downtown St. Petersburg
Ybor City to Gateway Area
Ybor City to Downtown Clearwater
Downtown Tampa to Downtown St.
Petersburg
Downtown Tampa to Gateway Area
Downtown Tampa to Downtown
Clearwater
Westshore/TIA to Downtown St.
Petersburg
Westshore/TIA to Gateway Area
Westshore/TIA to Downtown Clearwater
Downtown Bradenton to Downtown St.
Petersburg
Downtown Bradenton to Gateway Area
Downtown St. Petersburg to Gateway
Area



Downtown St. Petersburg to Downtown
Clearwater

Landing Pad Infrastructure:
Areas where there are private and public
helipads or airports were identified as
connections where early deployment of air taxis
could take advantage of existing infrastructure
to test the service. Infrastructure costs for
retrofitting or building new vertiports, vertihubs
or vertistops could be costly prior to proving the
technology and network potential. In the
Tampa Bay region, 28 airports (17 private and
11 public) and 49 helipads (34 private and 15
public) were identified. Figure 14 shows where
existing helipad and airport infrastructure are
located by county.
Intermodal center connectivity
Air taxis could provide extensive support for
first-mile and last-mile connections from
intermodal centers, and provide point-to-point
connectivity where fixed-guideway cannot. New
intermodal centers are being considered
throughout the region. There may be
opportunities to incorporate necessary
infrastructure within the designs of the
intermodal centers to accommodate the future
UAM technology, and support the
electrification and maintenance space needed.
Each of the potential intermodal centers are
identified as opportunities for air taxis.
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Figure 12: Potential Regional Air Taxi Connections (Travel Demand)
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Figure 13: Potential Air Taxi Connections (Major Markets and Infrastructure)
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Figure 14: Airport and Helipad Locations
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Hyperloop

Figure 15: Virgin Hyperloop Capsule

Technology Background
Hyperloop is an emerging mode of new
transport intended to provide high-speed
service, using capsules to carry passengers or
freight through grade-separated vacuum tubes.
Hyperloop offers the potential for a new
interregional and interstate travel option. While
the concept of pneumatic vacuum technology
emerged in the 17th century, the technology reemerged with Elon Musk’s Hyperloop Alpha
white paper in 2013, spurring developers like
Virgin Hyperloop One (VHO) and Hyperloop
Transportation Technologies (HTT) to begin
development and testing. While these
developers have established test tracks, they
are also engaging governments around the
world in feasibility studies to assess potential
alignments. The regulatory framework is still
unknown, with questions as to which federal
regulatory authority will have purview over
hyperloop. The U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT) established the Nontraditional and Emerging Transportation
Technology (NETT) Council to identify the
parameters for future regulatory frameworks.
Technology Profile









Corridor Lengths: 200 to 500 miles
Speed (max): 760
Headways: 30 seconds to 2 minutes
Vehicle capacity: 28 passengers
System Capacity Per Hour: 840 to 3,360
Infrastructure: Stations, 131 feet needed
for corridor width, enclosed tubes,
stations
Example Developers: Virgin Hyperloop
(VHO) (VHO Capsule shown in Figure 15),
Hyperloop Transportation Technologies
(HTT) (Rendering shown in Figure 16)

Estimates for both the capital costs and
operation and maintenance costs for a

Source: https://hyperloop-one.com/
hyperloop system are limited because the
system is untested and few feasibility studies of
the service exist. The Great Lakes Hyperloop
Feasibility Study evaluated potential corridors
connecting Chicago, Cleveland and Pittsburgh.
The capital cost for the Cleveland to Chicago
segment ranged from $16.4 billion ($48.6
million per mile) to $20.8 billion ($65.9 million
per mile). The annual operating cost was
estimated to be $436.5 million per year, with
the largest operating cost being the capsule
crews.
Markets and Connections Analysis
Hyperloop would best serve statewide and
interstate travel. Hyperloop corridor
characteristics have been described as longdistance connections, utilizing alignments that
are as straight as possible. Capsules would be
designed to travel within fixed-guideway tubes
that can be elevated, at-grade or underground
depending on right of way availability and
geography. When available, highway alignments
have been identified as potential travel
alignments to utilize public right of way when
the alignment makes sense, and can reduce the
capital cost.
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Figure 16: Hyperloop Tube and Capsule Rendering

Source: Hyperloop Transportation Technologies

Unlike high-speed rail studies in the past,
hyperloop would not need to consider rail
corridors, and could follow along interstates or
entirely new corridors.

The most significant north-south highways that
run a majority of the state length include
Interstate 95 (I-95) along the east and Interstate
75 (I-75) along the west. The vehicle and truck
Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) data
indicates the northern half of the state has high
volumes through the central and eastern
portions of the state, where I-75 and I-95
traverse, respectively.

This study identified major connection markets
throughout Florida, which have been logical
destinations from studies through the years for
high speed rail transport. Cities in Florida are
identified that are key destinations based on
their connection to population and major
economic engines, with access to Strategic
Intermodal System (SIS) ports and airports.
Future alignment options would need to
determine whether the Tampa Bay region
would connect along a north-south alignment,
or as an east-west connection branch segment.

The greatest east-west volumes are between
the Tampa Bay and Greater Orlando regions.
These connections have been identified
previously within high-speed rail studies.
Hyperloop could also provide freight service,
which may be an early deployment option
without the liability of transporting people.

Unlike aerial gondolas and air taxis, hyperloop’s
market connections are further apart, and must
be evaluated on a statewide basis due to the
service market and high speed function of the
technology. The state’s SIS facilities provide
insights into the priority movements for people
and freight throughout Florida. Each of the
most populated cities in the state have one of
these SIS highways traversing their city, as well
as major SIS airports and ports. As seen from
other studies, interstate highways can be
important corridors to consider first for
hyperloop, in the event that hyperloop can
share the public right of way and reduce the
capital costs.

Investments in hyperloop, similar to
considerations for high-speed rail transit, would
likely consider interstate travel to fulfill a U.S.
network of high-speed travel. The next largest
economic hub in the southeast is Atlanta,
Georgia which could also serve as a major
connection for future systems. This will be an
important factor for future evaluation to
consider the straightest alignment that meets
the critical markets within Florida, as well as the
nearest connections outside of the state.
Figure 17 provides a general swath of hyperloop
connection areas, along with their regional
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Figure 17: Potential Hyperloop Connections

population and employment contributing to the
potential market. Dotted circles surround the
five most populated cities in the state that have
continuously been referenced for high speed
connectivity through the years.

straight connection to the southeast is shaded
across the state.

Key connections are shown for SIS ports and
airports for freight and passenger connectivity.
The last alignment evaluated for high speed rail
is shown for comparative purposes, along with
the VHO Global Challenge route. A general
swath of potential connection to maintain a
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Opportunities and Insights
Each of the technologies are in very different
phases of development, providing various levels
of opportunities for Tampa Bay participation.
While aerial gondolas can move forward as part
of more detailed evaluations and feasibility
analyses, air taxis and hyperloop are further out
and require more policy and regulatory
development, as well as some technology
development, to be implemented. Figure 18
illustrates anticipated timeframes for each
technology based on research observations.
While corridor connections have been identified
for each of the technologies that relate to
regional needs and presumed service
characteristics of each of the travel modes,
some of the greatest opportunities today exist
where the Tampa Bay region can take part in
coordination with private and public agencies to
identify use cases and support further
incorporation in feasibility assessments where
appropriate.
Based on the regional mission of TBARTA and
the direction set forth within Envision 2030,
specific TBARTA recommendations are provided
for each of the technologies that align with
TBARTA’s current goals, capabilities, and
operational intent.
For each technology, “Other Opportunities”
have also been identified. These offer a menu of
options as potential next steps for communities
interested in evaluating, demonstrating or
applying any of the innovative technologies
from this report in the future. They represent
common best practices, as well as areas where
established coordination or evaluation
processes could enable the development of
technologies or make a locale, region or state
more prepared and/or attractive as these
technologies consider pilots, demonstrations, or
amenable locations to launch services. These
serve as a reference guide, and could be

conducted in coordination with TBARTA, or be
utilized by local or state partners interested in
furthering the development of the technologies.

Aerial Gondolas
Aerial gondolas are the only technology within
the study that operates today, and has the
greatest potential for near-term
implementation.
TBARTA Recommendations
If there is Board interest in pursuing
implementation of an urban aerial gondola
project, TBARTA could identify municipal
interest in utilizing aerial gondolas for specific
connections or corridors. This could lead to
feasibility studies, and supported opportunities
could be included in TBARTA’s Regional Transit
Vision Map.
Additional funding (federal, state, local) would
need to be identified since TBARTA recently
adopted the Status Quo option in the Envision
2030 Regional Transit Development Plan.
Other Opportunities

Partner and Collaborate
Begin early public engagement with local
communities (local/regional/state) to educate
community and address public perception
obstacles.
The community may have concerns about this
new technology, such as privacy and impacts to
viewsheds, and skepticism on usefulness of the
technology.
Determine if additional regulation is required.
There is no Tram Safety Board in the State of
Florida, and conversations could determine the
viability or necessity of standardizing CPT
operations in a public transit context.
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Figure 18: Innovative Technology Timelines

Image Source: Leitner-ropeways.com

Image Source: EmbraerX eVTOL concept

Image Source: Virgin Hyperloop One
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Air Taxis

Establish a Stakeholder Working Group to
identify roles and responsibilities of
stakeholders.
Stakeholders at the state, regional, and local
level should be identified to outline who will be
responsible for regulation, funding, and
operations.

Plan and Evaluate
Integrate the CPT technology into
transportation planning at the local, regional,
and state levels.
CPT studies could be incorporated into local and
regional transit and transportation plans (such
as Long Range Transportation Plans and Transit
Development Plans) to determine the
technology’s ability to serve as a cost-effective
alternative to building ground-based
transportation.
Undertake a feasibility study.
The connections identified as part of this study
could serve to help identify a potential corridor
for analysis to determine project feasibility.
Determine organizational capacity.
Potential owners and operators should assess
agency capacity to operate a CPT system. It may
be necessary, or preferred, to contract
operations.
Identify partnership opportunities.
Many CPT systems have been developed
through partnerships of private and public
sector interest. In the Tampa Bay region,
multiple funding partnership opportunities may
be available.
Coordinate transit connectivity and fare
system.
Determine appropriate connections to the
wider transit network. A CPT system can also be
seamlessly integrated to established fare
systems.

As shown in Figure 18, there are milestones
over the next 20 years anticipated for UAM
based on technical and regulatory capabilities,
including testing, demonstrating, piloting, and
implementing phased services. Each of these
stages of implementation offer different
opportunities to plan and engage with the
industry and agency stakeholders.
TBARTA Recommendations
Piloted air taxi demonstration projects can be
expected by 2025. Between now and then, air
taxi developers will continue to work on flight
testing and aircraft certification, and testing
specific use cases for air taxi mobility. Given
that air taxis have adopted the business model
of transportation network companies (TNCs), it
is unclear how much of a direct role TBARTA, or
any public transit agency, would have in future
air taxi operations. There are still opportunities
for TBARTA to help facilitate the development
of UAM in the Tampa Bay region.
First and foremost, TBARTA could invite air taxi
developers to present their aircraft’s
capabilities and the status of their testing in a
public forum. The presentation could be at
TBARTA Board meetings or expanded to a larger
industry summit. This would put the Tampa Bay
region on the UAM industry’s radar as the
industry continues development. TBARTA could
investigate the possibility of having an air taxi
developer(s) conduct test flights in the Tampa
Bay region, in close coordination and
collaboration with TIA.
Another opportunity would be for TBARTA to
collaborate with NASA on its work with local
communities to evaluate potential vertiport
locations. During this study, TBARTA staff had
informal phone calls with NASA modelers, who
expressed interest in partnering with TBARTA to
identify potential vertiport locations in the
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region. Pursuing a partnership with NASA could
raise the profile of the Tampa Bay area, attract
potential demonstrations and pilot projects,
and serve as a planning tool for local and
regional transportation plans.

Transportation planners can work alongside
aircraft developers and manufacturers during
the nascent stage of vehicle development to
influence vehicle design, based on the
anticipated impact of UAM vehicles on groundtransportation planning environments.

Other Opportunities

Collaborate on specific use cases that can solve
real world problems for the UAM industry, such
as operational function, community
engagement, noise, maintenance and landing
infrastructure, and air traffic management.

Local governments can begin to address critical
land use and zoning considerations to
encourage the development of UAM in a safe
and equitable manner, while protecting
communities from potential nuisances. There
are opportunities to allow for infrastructure
integration that will enable the technology in
the future.
The following outlines additional opportunities
and considerations for local, regional and state
agencies to take part in the early activities that
will shape the development and advancement
of UAM.

Establish a Stakeholder Working Group
(local/regional/state) to establish consistent
standards and operating procedures.
Determine go/no-go criteria for UAM industry
participation. Early engagement offers a chance
to play a foundational role in the development
of vehicles, business models, routes, and
mission types that will be implemented by the
private sector.

Partner and Collaborate

Key public-sector entities include:






Partner and coordinate with NASA and FAA
Activities (local/regional/state).
NASA is looking for opportunities to partner
with local communities to define systems-level
requirements and regulatory framework for
implementation.
Begin early public engagement with local
communities (local/regional/state) to educate
the community and address public perception
obstacles.
The community may have concerns about this
new technology, such as safety, noise, equity,
and viewshed/flight path, as well as skepticism
on usefulness of the technology. Address public
perception and acceptance. Partnerships with
federal regulatory bodies will help to inform the
regulatory and development process.
Partner and coordinate with aircraft
developers (local/regional/state) in vehicle
testing with pilot projects and/or
demonstrations.








Development services
Public safety/emergency responders
Public works/utility providers
Elected officials and/or staffers
NASA and/or FAA (consider partnering with
a local airport, who is well versed in the
unique culture and expectations of the FAA)
Nearby or adjacent cities with which the
community has significant connectivity
Outreach to state legislature or other such
bodies which commission funding for
advanced transportation technology
initiatives or aviation initiatives.
State economic development entities
State transportation commissions
State department of transportations
(including divisions of aviation/ aeronautics)

Coordinate with airports (local/regional/state).
Airports have close coordination with FAA and
are well-versed in commercial aviation. They
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will be a critical partner, leader and resource in
planning for and establishing UAM.

Develop vertiport standards and requirements
(local/regional).
Evaluate key considerations related to vertiport
development: (1) system requirements, (2)
procedural requirements, and (3) design
requirements.

Host UAM summits (regional/state).
A statewide UAM industry summit could
provide a collaborative environment to
understand the operational and regulatory
considerations impacting UAM, while
highlighting assets of the region and state for
potential demonstrations and pilot projects.



Plan and Evaluate
Identify early Land Use/Zoning issues and
opportunities (local).
Land use and zoning will play an important role
to ensure UAM remains a mobility opportunity
without becoming a public nuisance.
Considerations include:








Land use and zoning issues related to
vertiport placements, operations, and takeoff and landing areas.
Infrastructure provisioning for electric
charging systems.
Fleet storage and servicing.
Comprehensive policy development process
to provide guidance on local-level
challenges like:
o Land-use and zoning
o Noise and vehicle classifications
o Fleet management and vehicle storage
o Local-level registration requirements
(vehicle vs. operator)
o Route planning/management
o Integration with other transportation
innovation initiatives (e.g. connected
and autonomous vehicles, data
specification requirements)

Develop UAM Integration Plan Guidance
(local/regional/state).
Take part in testing and define how UAM can
integrate into the existing transportation
infrastructure to support mobility needs.



System requirements: Derived from system
demand patterns and UAM ConOps that
would indicate requirements such as proper
vertiport placement and other
considerations which could affect the
efficiency of the system.
Procedural requirements: Operations in
and around vertiports, including elements
such as approach and landing procedures,
takeoff and departure procedures, taxiing
procedures, charging procedures, snow and
ice removal procedures, safety procedures,
and emergency procedures.
Design requirements: End-to-end
passenger experience and key needs to
support infrastructure functionality, such as
passenger management, arrivals and
departures, aircraft parking, fire
suppression and mitigation, flight aids, and
vehicle support.

Coordinate Building Code Standards
(local/regional) with local jurisdictions to set
standards early for potential vertiports,
vertihubs and vertistops.
Standards can include electrification, landing
pad infrastructure, visitor access expectations
and accommodations, fare payment, and
guidelines for each class of infrastructure.
Transportation planning integration
(local/regional/state).
Given the anticipated timeline of UAM, there
are incremental phases of operation that
planners can incorporate into planning efforts
now, particularly in LRTPs.


Integrate with local and regional transit and
transportation plans.
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Identify if and how UAM could serve as a
cost-effective alternative to building
ground-based transportation in a number of
scenarios, such as:
o Where latent demand is serviced by
unnecessarily lengthy car trips when
ground-based transit service (bus, rail,
paratransit) is cost-prohibitive per mile
for the level of demand it would service
o Where there is an explicit goal to
attract new business
opportunities/jobs/economic
development in transportation
innovation
o Where there are specific sustainability
goals that need to be met
o Communities that have a relatively high
level of executive and business travelers
using helicopter services
o Integration with mobility hubs and
intermodal center designs and
development. Incorporate vertiport
infrastructure, or at a minimum, do not
preclude the future placement of
landing pad and electrification.

Operational Capacity Assessment
(local/regional/state) to identify the strengths
and weaknesses of agency preparedness to
handle the demands of managing and
coordinating with a new mobility sector.
UAM will come with new roles in local, regional
and state governments to incorporate UAM into
transportation planning, and support necessary
licenses and certifications for piloted systems. .
Identify resources for overseeing or liaising
with the UAM industry.
Since there is no new revenue at this stage, a
key consideration is how to address resource
uptick in requests for meetings, coordination,
and eventually demonstration by private
companies and federal authorities. Some
strategies for this include:





Incorporate UAM into a transportation
innovation fellowship-type position
Request executive resources
Request political resources to support the
initiative, for example through a local or
state entity’s economic development and
commerce agencies

Engage
Conduct community engagement.
Engagement should start early and continue
during studies, pilots, demonstrations, and
through implementation. As a new mode of
transportation, public acceptance will be
critical.


Listen to community impacts and
coordinate with UAM sector to mitigate as
necessary

Hyperloop
Hyperloop is still in the early stages of
development. There is still much work left to be
done in the area of testing and certification.
Similar to air taxi, there are regulatory gaps at
the federal level that need to be filled. As
shown earlier in the timeline above, 2035 is the
earliest anticipated date that one will see a
hyperloop project.
TBARTA Recommendations
Because hyperloop is anticipated to serve long
distance trips between cities in the 200- to 500mile range, any future hyperloop corridor will
require coordination at the state level. The
FDOT could play an important role as a
discussion facilitator similar to the role it played
as a discussion facilitator on the topic of
automated vehicles.
The first recommendation is to provide this
Executive Summary, Final Report, and four Tech
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Memos to FDOT Central Office for informational
purposes for future use.
The second recommendation is to create a
Hyperloop Steering Committee, led by FDOT
with representation from public agencies such
as MPOs, Regional Planning Councils (RPCs),
transit agencies, cities, and counties. One
purpose of the committee could be to make
sure that information about hyperloop is being
shared on a state-wide basis. For example, the
proposed hyperloop route from Miami to
Orlando was selected in 2017 by Hyperloop One
as one of ten global winners in their Hyperloop
One Challenge. Initiatives and information like
this could be coordinated and shared on a
statewide level. A statewide Hyperloop Steering
Committee could help to facilitate the
dissemination of information and incorporate
regional stakeholders in the planning process.
The third recommendation is for FDOT to
include discussion about hyperloop in its next
update of the Florida Transportation Plan. The
Innovative Transit Technology Study looked at
possible hyperloop connections in the state.
The Florida Transportation Plan could look at
corridors and connections in greater detail,
incorporating the necessary stakeholders.

moving a joint project forward. A steering
committee could also commission studies to
evaluate innovative funding and financing
strategies. Statewide resources would need to
be identified to support the committee and
planning efforts. Additionally, hyperloop could
be evaluated against the operational
characteristics of other existing technologies to
consider various alternative potential and
impacts.


Incorporating a representative from
neighboring states can help to understand
the impacts of various alignments and
connections as they integrate into a
Southeast U.S. hyperloop network.

Create a Statewide Advisory Group.
An advisory group including stakeholders
throughout Florida would provide greater
collaboration. An advisory group can inform the
collaborative process with input from public,
private and non-profit sectors. The advisory
group should include professionals in passenger
transportation, as well as freight logistics.
Partner with developers.
Throughout the U.S., VHO and HTT have
partnered with communities to provide
operational assessments, analysis and data.
Forging a partnership early, and incorporating
into the statewide planning process will provide
the state and region with continued updates,
resources and an understanding of continued
development trends and needs.

Other Opportunities
The following outlines additional opportunities
for communities to take part in the early
activities that will shape the development and
advancement of hyperloop.

Plan and Evaluate

Partner and Collaborate
Develop a High Speed Transport Steering
Committee.
A steering committee comprised of FDOT and
jurisdictional representatives can provide
strategic direction and momentum to carry out
a statewide feasibility assessment. This steering
committee can identify specific laws,
agreements and regulations necessary for

Incorporate hyperloop and high speed
transport into state planning.
Given hyperloop’s operational characteristics,
connectivity will need to be evaluated on a
statewide basis, or in partnership with other
regions to identify potential route alignments. A
feasibility study and business case analysis
would provide a basis for understanding the
benefits and economic opportunities of
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alignment alternatives. This process should
incorporate the ports and airports given the
importance of economic connectivity for
passenger and/or freight operations.

transportation technology. Designated TOD
districts or overlays could be utilized in addition
to tax incentives for business and housing
adjacent to existing or proposed transportation
hubs.

Regional planning coordination.
As initiatives advance, regional and local plans
can identify terminus locations. While
hyperloop is not interoperable with other
modes, a supporting regional and local network
will be necessary for a successful high speed
connection.

Engage

Conduct a statewide feasibility study.
Without showing preference to a specific
technology, a steering committee and
statewide advisory group can spearhead a high
speed feasibility study to evaluate potential
alignments. While high speed rail studies have
been conducted in the past, hyperloop presents
opportunities and impacts that should be
considered with new fixed-guideway
infrastructure. Additional consideration should
be given to tube infrastructure grade elements
to better understand the cost considerations
and impacts.

Engage the public.
As a new mode of transport, extensive public
engagement will be needed to understand
concerns and priorities, and to educate about
the technology. Similar to UAM, as a new mode
of transport, public acceptance will be critical to
move forward.

Engage with Research Centers around the
state.
Utilizing academic and research resources that
exist in the state will foster an environment of
engagement and learning as new innovative
modes work through development, research
and use case analysis. Engagement with the
Center for Urban Transportation Research
(CUTR) in Tampa Bay could be an opportunity
for the Tampa Bay region to be on the forefront
of research and analysis.
Work with local and regional planning
agencies.
The greatest opportunity for local government
to shape the future of hyperloop technology is
through local and regional master plans, zoning
and land use ordinances. Local jurisdictions can
incorporate mechanisms to enhance public
transportation and allow for emerging
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